A Revolutionary Job Discovery Platform
for young talent and companies
FEATURED BY:

Explore further to
change the way
you hire young
talent and launch
new opportunities
for your business

ABOUT US
hieq.in is an initiative by MBAtrek (XLRI-ISB alumni venture)
MBAtrek is a unique career and skill development venture disrupting the higher and professional
education space in the Ed-Tech market. We have upskilled thousands of students and young
professional in the last four years and made them ready and relevant for the corporate world.
Core team with 65+ years of overall experience across top Indian and Fortune 500 companies like
Apple, Accenture, Honeywell, Ranbaxy, Mercer Mettl, Schneider Electric, etc.
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HIRING YOUNG TALENT IS COMPLICATED…
The traditional hiring methods just don’t work for high growth startups and companies

Disproportionate weightage is
given to technical skills during
selection process

Quality of Initial screening is
compromised due to high
number of applications

Candidates only considering
the CTC and not thinking about
the fitment

Expectation mismatch
between the company and the
candidate

…BECAUSE ‘FITMENT’ & ‘GROWTH’ ARE COMPROMISED
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WRONG FITMENT

HAMPERED GROWTH

UNHAPPY AND UNMOTIVATED
EMPLOYEES

FIND EMPLOYEES WITH BALANCED EQ & IQ
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AND BUSINESS LEADERS STRONGLY AGREE
Emotional intelligence for leaders will assume
a new criticality in post-COVID workplace.

So, what’s the magical recipe?

(Read more…)
- Pallavi Tyagi, CHRO at Capgemini

The combination of creativity and reason is
the single most differentiated attribute for
young talent. (Read more…)

Should hire if the
candidate can be
trained

The perfect
candidate to
hire is here!
Hire
immediately

Don’t hire even if
candidate comes
for free

Can think about
hiring if there is
urgency

-Kunal Shah, Founder of CRED

Softer skills are the subjects critical for
success today. (Read more…)
- Rohtash Mal, Ex-CEO of Escorts, Bharti Airtel

Leading companies listen intently to
their people and show they care by nudging
them towards brighter futures. (Read more…)
- Global Talent Trends, India, Mercer
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
We resolve all your hiring and
talent management issues!
DISCOVER
Find the perfect candidates
through our expertise in industry
and domain specific assessments

CONNECT
Connect with the right set of
people who align with your
mission and vision

Why you should use hieq instead of
other conventional hiring platforms?
Unlike others, our platform is free
to use

Specializes in getting right people in
right jobs/internships/live projects
Provides skill trainings to candidates
so that they can perform better

UNLEASH
Unleash the magic of working with
the right set of people to achieve
your goals faster and better

Has a feedback system at every step
to help candidates

LEVERAGE OUR INTUITIVE PROCESS…

STEP-1

STEP-2

STEP-3

STEP-4

STEP-5

Register

Upload requirements

Wait For Approval

Filter The Candidates

Hire only the best

Register on our
portal with your
company details

Post the JD with all
related details or
curate the JD on
the portal itself

Let us review the
JD and it gets
posted live as soon
as we approve it

Use filter according to
your requirements on
behavioral, cognitive or
functional skills

Interview only the
best candidates and
hire the perfect
one for you

…TO UNLOCK YOUR BUSINESS GOALS
RECEIVE
APPLICATIONS

ADJUST YOUR
FILTERS

EQ IQ Domain

Manual

Receive a long list of candidates
who have shown interest in your job
role and given the assessment

BUILD CUSTOM
SHORTLIST

EQ IQ Domain

Default

Filter the candidates with our
default settings or set your own
requirements

Get the final shortlist as per your
personal and business requirements
to achieve your goals

Resolve all your talent challenges with us.
Pre-Register Today on hieq.in

LET’S CONNECT

+91-93114 32445

hire@hieq.in

414, Suncity Business
Tower, Gurugram, Haryana
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